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The probability "of finding no available circuit is determined efficiently 
and exactly for each of several customer classes having lim ited access to 
a finite number of shared circuits. Arriving customers finding no 
available circuit or no more circuit capacity allocated to their class are 
blocked. The problem is an extension of the Erlang-loss system. Since 
these exact methods would require changes to current engineering 
procedures, we have also developed a simple approximate method, " 
called ER T-S (Equivalent Random Technique for Smooth traffic), 
which extends current engineering methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In one potential form of a private virtual network or any limited access public 
service, customer classes can share all network circuits but are constrained to at 
most a customer-chosen limit on the number of calls in progress. One of these 
customer classes can be considered the g"eneral public, whose calls in progress are 
Iim ited on ly by the total network capacity. 

A resource counter is a software device that "blocks a customer's calls after that 
customer's number of calls in progress reaches a specified value, called a resource 
limit. These resource counters can emulate the finite capacity among all customer 
locations on a private network. When the resource limits for each customer are set 
to an unlim ited value, the desired blocking probabilities simplify to E rlang-B. 

A lthough the problem of calculating the blocking probability for each customer 
with resource lim its is not new, there have been no efficient and exact solutions 
presented for realistic multi-server problems. Cooper presents it only as a " 
textbook problem whose solution can be formulated as the product form for closed 
networks of queues [1]. Recently, M itra published a derivation of solution bounds 
whose computational complexity is polynomial in the number of customers [2]. 
For direct routing only, Bachle derived a formula for the exact blocking probability 
but presented an efficient solution only for an approximation [3]. Kamoun and 
Kleinrock, among other authors, published an efficient algorithm for the exact 
blocking probability in a special case of a single-server problem, which evaluated 
computer buffer capacity for several different storage schemes [4]. 

2. OVERVIEW 

2.1 Notation 

Define the following initial notation for engineering some trunk group: 
R: the num ber of categories or classes of custom~rs, R ii!: 1 
~j: the arrival rate of calls for customer class j; j= 1, ... ,R 
I'-J: the service rate of calls for customer class J; J=l, ... ,R 
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Pi the offered load in erlangs for customer class j; 
~. 

j -1 ,R·l·e P-::1... - ,... ,.. j-
fJ.j 

nj: the number of calls in progress for customer class j; j= 1, ... ,R 

'i the resource limit for customer class j; j=l, ... ,R; i.e. When the number of 
calls in progress for customer class j equals 'j' additional calls by that customer 
class are blocked. 

T: the total number of circuits which are shared by all customer classes; T is the 
trunk group size. 

a: the state vector of customer calls in progress, (nI' ... , "R) 

2.2 Problem Definition 

Suppose we have R classes of customers. Customer j has a Poisson calling (arrival) 
process with rate ~j' an.d call duration 11 fJ.j' The offered load of customer j is 
Pj e ~j / fJ.j' When the number of calls in progress equals 'j' further calls by that 
customer are blocked; that is, nj Si 'j' j=l, ... ,R. All customers have shared access 

R 
to T total circuits. (To avoid trivialities, we assume that ~ 'j > T; otherwise, all 

j=1 
customers act independently, and each of their blocking probabilities is given by an 
erlang-B distribution.) 

We m ust derive 
R 

p(o\l~rall blocking) - probability(nj Si tj, j=l, ... ,R; ~ nj = T) 
j=l 

where there are T available servers, and calls violating any constraints are 
consequently blocked. 

We also derive the expected number and variance of the number of busy circuits 
over all customer classes and for each customer ~lass. 

3. RESOURCE-COUNTER BLOCKING and ENGINEERING 

3.1 Product-Form Solution 

We show that the equilibrium joint probability distribution for the number of busy 
circuits satisfies the product form solution for networks of queues. 

Let Pl(a) be the steady state probability of being in state II with R classes of 
customers and exactly k busy circuits. 

In particular, 
R 

Pl(a) - probability(nj Si 'j' j=l, ... ,R; ~ nj = k), k=O, ... ,T 
j=l 

where there are T available servers, and calls violating any constraints 
consequently blocked. 

T 
Therefore ~ ~ P1(1l) = 1, where 

1=0 aEFt 
R 

Fie. (a I IIj:$ 'j' j=l, ... ,R; ~ IIj = k), 
j e l 

k=O, ... ,T. 

are 

3.1.1 Balanc~ Equations At equilibrium, the system would satisfy the following 
T + 1 balance equations: 

R R 
l: n j fJ. j P 1(11) = l: ~ j P 1 (Tj- 11) , 
j-I J-I 

1= O, ... ,T 

where Tj is an operator on 11 that reduces IIj to IIj - 1. That is, define 
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Direct substitution shows that these equations are satisfied by the solution: 
11 11 11 

1 P1
1 

P2
2 

PR· 
Pk(ll) = ---"'-, llEFk 

e "l! "2! "R! 
and e is the normalizing factor 

('1"2""".>( ) e - eR T 
T 111 112 11. 

= l: l: .!L~ ... PR 
k=O DEF. "l! "2! "R! 

3.1.2 Convolution There are several ways to evaluate the product, including the 
constant e; however, most, including complete enumeration, are not efficient. 
U sing a convolution function, a procedure which calls itself, we develop an 
efficient way to calculate the constant e!'l"2'·""·>(T) and all desired statistics. This 
method is similar to the ones described by Lam [5] and Lavenberg [6]. 

When divided by the normalization constant, e, the convolution functions, 
IR('l"2'''·''·>(Ie), Ie=O, ... ,T, defined below, have a simple interpretation: the probability 
that exactly k circuits are busy. Figure 1 illustrates the geometric interpretation of 
these functions, which cut the feasible space diagonally. 

Define 
III 11, 11. 

('1' '7 .... '.> ( ) ~ P1 P2 PR IR le e ~ -_ ... -

DEFt "l! "2! "R! ' 
le = O, ... ,T 

W ff " 1 1 1 (Ip .... '.> f F' . e must e lClent y eva uate - IR (le) or k=O,l, ... ,T. IfSt, we see that 
C 

I
;; if OSkStj 

I 'l (le) = 
1 0 otherwise 

Cl , > k, , 
12 l

' I (le) = l: If (i) X I{ (le-i) 
;=0 

where both of the quantities on the right hand side have been previously 
computed. In general, 

I~~i'" ' •. 1> (le) = i I~l"""') (i) X 1~··1 (le-i), m=l,"·,R-l. 
i=O 

Th f (11""".> b . ere ore IR (le) can e recurslvely evaluated. 

For simplicity of notation, let 
GR(Ie) !I!! 1~'P'7 .... '.> (le), Ie=O, ... ,T 

Then the constant C is 

3.2 Blocking on the Trunk Group 

3.2.1 Blocking over all Customers The expected carried load and variance over all 
customers is a simple function of these diagonal lines, that is, of the convolution 
functions. 
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( ) 
E( TG_carr. load ) . p ov~rall blockin, = 1 - ~lIo...,..;;"";;"'::::';;'R~""';'::"----:'-

j~tj 
The last formula is the probability of blocking on the trunk group applied to the 
customers' Poisson offered loads before they are blocked by the resource counters. 
Since each customer sees Erlang-B type blocking at the resource counter, the 
carried load that is offered to the trunk group from each customer j is 

E( RC_carr._load j ) = Pjx [1 - B(tj,Pj)]' 

The blocking probability applied to traffic that has already passed through the 
resource counter is therefore 

p ( trunk ,roup blockin, ) = 1 - -R-E-->o..,( _T_G....;_=c_a_r_r '.=-lo_a_d---'!..)_ 

~ E( RC_carr._load j ) 
j-l 

3.2.2 Blocking for Individual Customers These statistics for an individual customer, 
R. correspond to cutting the feasible space by lines of probabilities perpendicular to 
that customer's axis, and Figure 2 shows this geometric relationship. Each cut, say 
for customer R, hR(I) is derived from differences of efficiently calculated constants, 
cR(n 1.n2 ••••• II.-1'1I)(T), n=O, ... ,tR' Thus each cut is viewed as 

T 
1. the area of the probability space ( U FIc), which is the norm alization 

1c=0 
constant, C, 

2. minus a similar area for the problem when customer R's resource limit tj has 
been reduced by 1. 

Equivalently, these blocking probabilities are also associated with states for 
resource counter blocking plus trunk group blocking, illustrated in Figure 3. 

For customer R, define 
h () C ('1.'2, .. ·,'.-1") C ('1,'2,· .. ,'.-1' (,-1) ) 

R t ,. R - R 

for which it can be shown that 
( ) T+l.r-l ( J () . 

C 'l"2 ... ·".-1.'.-.r - ~ ~ / '1":z,···,'.- (.) I '.-1+ 1 ( -') !.::!.. f - 0 R - ~ ~ R-l ' xIs I X or s- , ... , tR' 
.=1 i=O PR 

Then our required statistics are: 
'J 

E( TG_can'._load j ) - .!. ~ k x hR(k) 
C lceO 
1 IJ 

Var( TG_carr._load j ) - - ~ 12 x "R(k) - [E( TG_carr._load j )]2 
C Ic-=O 

E ( TG _carr ._load . ) 
p ( ov~rall blockin, j ) = 1- J 

Pj 

3.3 Unblocked Load from the Resource Counters 

A s with the blocking probability over all customers, the blocking probability 
applied to traffic for an individual customer. J. whose call has already passed the 
resource counter, is 
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The variance of the traffic for each customer which passes the customer's 
respective resource counter is derived from a form ula by Burke, quoted in [7]: 

Var( RC_carr._load j ) = E( RC_carr._load j ) -

[ Pj - E( RC_carr._load j )] x [tj - E( RC_carr._load j )] 

It is important to observe that 
Var( RC_carr._load j ) !it E( RC_carr._load j ) 

That is, traffic streams passing the resource counters are smooth. 

Finally, since the customer loads offered to their respective resource counters are 
independent, the total variance of traffic offered to the trunk group is: 

R 
Var. ( RC_carr._load ) = ~ Var( RC_carr._load j ) 

j=l 

Derivation of a method for ca1culating the exact variance for the overflow load has 
not been completed and is left for future work; however, with the ER T-S 
approximation and a result from Syski [8], we can estimate it. 

3.4 Bias and Correlation among Customers 

The variance of the total number of busy circuits is less than or equal to the 
variance of the number of busy circuits for each customer summed over all 
customers: 

R 
Var( TG_carr._load ):s ~ Var( TG_carr._load j ) 

j=l 

F or the expected carried load on the trunk group, 
R 

E ( TG _carr ._load ) = ~ E ( TG _carr ._load j ) 
j=l 

This says that the expected number of busy circuits equals the expected number of 
busy circuits for each customer summed over all customers. 

4. AN EQUIVALENT RANDOM TECHNIQUE FOR SMOOTH TRAFFIC 

Since these exact methods would require substantial changes to current engineering 
procedures and their software implementation, Tu has derived an approximate 
technique, called ERT-S (Equivalent Random Technique for Smooth traffic), 
which retains the form of current engineering methods.[9] The exact methods just 
described are used by Tu for evaluating the accuracy of the ER T -S approximation, 
which is expected to be an important method for practical network dimensioning of 
smooth traffic. 

4.1 A Simple Smooth Traffic Model 

Consider the simple traffic model, shown in Figure 4. A Poisson load p is offered 
sequentially first to a trunk group with t circuits, then to a trunk group with T 
circuits. OF is overflow load and CL is the carried load for the T-trunk group. 
Then, 

If 1ST, then 
CL = p[l-B(t,p)], OF = 0, B = O. 

If t>T, then 

CL = p[l-B(T,p)], OF = p[B(T,p)-B(t,p»), 

5.1B.6.5 
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l-B(t,p) 
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(B) 
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4.2 Procedure for the Approximate Method 

Since the customer classes are independent, the total load a and respective variance 
v offered to the T- group are the sum of the individual offered loads a j and 
variances Vj for each customer class j: 

R R 
a - ~aj = ~Pj [1 - B(tj,Pj») 

j j 

R R 
v - ~Vj = ~aj [Pj - aj) X [tj - ajl. 

j j 

Replace the R trgroups and their respective Poisson loads Pj with an "equivalent 
random" pair, i.e., a single t-group, and a single Poisson load p. The values of p 
and 1 are chosen to satisfy the following equations for the moments a and v: 

a = p[1 - B(I,p»), (C) 
v = a - (p - a)(l- a). (D) 

An extension of the Erlang loss formula to non-integral values of 1 is necessary: 

B(t,p) = [p {e -pu(1 + .. )'d .. rl 

. 

With this formula, it can be shown that that there is a unique solution to equations 
(C) and (D) for a~v~O. The next relation gives a good approximation for p: 

l-z v 
P = a + -- where z = -

z a 

Then solve equation (B) for I. Apply equations (A) and (B) to obtain the desired 
values of blocking B, overflow OF, and its associated peakedness. A more 
complete derivation and description of ERT-S will be submitted for publication 
soon. 

s. SUMMARY 
This paper has developed formulas for calculating efficiently and exactly the 
statistics for dimensioning networks with customer-specific resource limits. This 
work has also provided Tu with a mechanism for evaluating his ERT-S method, 
which approximates resource-counter engineering but affects current engineering 
procedures minimally. Hence, the traditional decomposition m ethod for 
engineering hierarchical networks with random or peaked demand should be 
preserved for applications with smooth traffic as well. 
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FIG UR E 1. The convolution 
functions, C- 1 fR(tl,t2,···,tR)(k), 
k=l, ... ,T, have a simple 
interpretation, the probability that 
exactly k circuits are busy. For a 
network with 2 customers, these 
functions cut the feasible space 
diagonally through the discrete states 
of busy circuits. In this example, 
t1=3, t2=4, and T=5. 
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FIGURE 3. Equivalent blocking 
probabilities for the carried load for 
an individual customer (shown in 
FIG U RE 2) are also associated with 
the states for resource counter 
blocking plus trunk group blocking. 
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FIGURE 2. On a trunk group, the 
carried load and its variance for an 
individual customer are sim p le 
functions of the probabilities 
associated with lines perpendicular to 
that customer's axis. 
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FIGURE 4. In this simple traffic 
model, Poisson traffic is offered 
sequentially first to a trunk group 
with t circuits, then to a trunk group 
with T circuits. OF is overflow and 
CL is the carried load for the 
T - trunk group. 
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